DREG, a developmentally regulated G protein-coupled receptor containing two conserved proteolytic cleavage sites.
We have identified and characterized a novel member of the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) family, termed DREG. DREG belongs to the LNB-TM7 subfamily and possesses a long amino-terminus that contains a CUB domain, a PTX domain, a hormone binding domain and a GPCR proteolytic site (GPS) domain. RT-PCR experiments and whole mount in situ hybridization in mice showed that DREG is expressed at high levels in the heart and somite during embryogenesis and in the adult lung. When DREG was transiently expressed in mammalian cultured cells, a 35-kD fragment was generated by endogenous proteolytic processing at the conserved GPS domain. This short fragment was found associated with the cell membrane, typical of GPCRs. DREG was further cleaved in the middle of the extracellular domain, generating a soluble 70-kD fragment containing the CUB and PTX domains. This processing was inhibited by an inhibitor of the endoprotease furin but not of matrix metalloproteinases. These results raise the possibility that DREG plays a role in development, not only as a receptor or an adhesion molecule but also as a secreted ligand.